Introduction
Common to all these existing techniques is the requirement that the initial data lie on a surface symmetrically oriented with respect to the marching coordinate, and the method of
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_= 1 where the ratio of specific heats 3' is
and 9rt, is the molecular weight of species f and _ is the universal gas constant. At this point note that the fluid and thermodynamic state of the gaseous system is determined completely from the calculation of p, c_., v, and p satisfying the system of Eqs. (1) and (2) 0;:2 = _ ( -U;;'S" -I-U,:%+, -H;_+,:,S,) (c,,p, w, w2,w3,p) . Stability conditions can be determined in the usual manner _6 from an analysis of the eigenvalues of Ct and C2. From Lt the condition on the step size 6/( =Ax 2) in the x 3 direction is 
representing Eqs. (6) 
is satisfied.
Accuracy Analysis
The sequence in Eqs. (6) is known to be accurate only to the first order of 6 because of the noncommutativity of the operators. A symmetric sequence, however, 
Computational Mesh Construction
In order for the sequence just described to advance the solution, the method must first construct the coordinate mesh network over which to integrate the equations.
The coordinate system (x 1, x ?, x3), which may be nonorthogonal and unequispaced, is formed by three families of intersecting surfaces (Fig. 4) . The first one constructed is an arbitrarily oriented surface x-7= constant at the n + ] step, constrained only by the CFL condition on 6, and it intersects a second family x 2 = constant that at each extremity coincides with the shock** and the body surface and varies in some prescribed manner in between.
The last family, x I =constant, is composed of simple planes and intersects the second at a number of given angular increments of _. This new marching surface * *How to determine the location of the shock wave at the new step is explained in the next section. at n + I can be completely general, and for the cases presented here we have chosen it to be circular conical because this requires at every step only one parameter for each of the three aspects of general motion. Translation of the cone is accounted for by the location x of its apex along the body axis, rotation by the angle d/between its axis and the body's, and, lastly, dilatation by its vertex angle 0, as illustrated in Fig.ft . The second series of surfaces, of which the first and last are the body and shock, partition each cone into a number of contiguous annular segments. Each of these is then intersected by a plane rotated about the cone axis in specified angular increments.
The resulting intersections delineate the coordinate ._.e and are straight lines or rays and complete the definition of the coordinates x I, x 2, x -_. As the solution proceeds downstream, x advances while 0 increases monotonically toward 90* and _b approaches zero so that at the final step the surface x _ =constant degenerates into a plane normal to the body axis.
Shock

Location and Boundary Conditions
The intersections of the coordinates x I and x e lying in the marching surface x -_=constant map out a mesh network of small quadrilateral cells in such a way that the innermost row lies on the body and the outermost row is aligned with the shock. This method, termed mesh aligning, has the following features.
For each cell at the outer edge of the mesh, the pressure p_ just downstream of the bow wave specifies the inclination _=g2 of the shock_thr _ ough the steady shock relations.
The surface whose local slope matches this at each cell is constructed, and it becomes the outer edge of the mesh for the next step. Although the pressure p_ at the shock is unknown it can be calculated (see Fig. 6 ) from the interior rapidly to a minimum at the spacecraft. On the lee side CNo is small at the shock, and the maximum is achieved roughly midway to the vehicle. The overall nature of the species distribution is typified in Fig.  9 by the circumferential variation of Co and CNO along the shock and body in the plane Z,_: = 16.6 m. Since the bow shock is hottest on the windward side, the production of both O and NO is also largest there. 
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